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Tree

Magnolia denudata
YULAN MAGNOLIA (DECIDUOUS), LILY 
TREE

Description This is among one of the oldest forms of Magnolia 
grown today. A symbol of purity, beautiful, ivory white, 
goblet shaped blooms appear on bare limbs from late 
winter to early spring, releasing a subtle citrus scent 
into the air. Leaves are dark green above with lighter 
tones on the undersides. This variety is slow growing 
with a short trunk and non-invasive, shallow root 
system, making it suitable to plant closer to buildings, 
providing highly sought after shade in summer.

Foliage  Deciduous

Form  Round

Mature Size 8 x 3m

Uses A beautiful feature tree as it is particularly noticeable 
when flowering on bare limbs, when everything else in 
the garden may be bare or devoid of colour.

Position & Soil This magnolia prefers a moist, deep soil in a full sun 
position for best growth and flowers. It can tolerate a 
wide range of soils. Avoid hot or windy planting 
locations. Protect from frost or snow after budburst in 
late-winter/early-spring.

Features  Small

 Deciduous

 Round

 Avenue

 Feature Flower

 Group Planting

 Specimen

Pot sizes in production • 40cm/27L (1.2-1.5m)

https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/magnolia-denudata-uqbz3
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/categories/deciduous-4i8mw
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/forms/round-3plke
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/heights/small-dzx5q
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/categories/deciduous-4i8mw
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/forms/round-3plke
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/categories/avenue-gy6st
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/categories/feature-flower-gfio2
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/categories/group-planting-o71dt
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/categories/specimen-3miyk
https://specialitytrees.helmutdev.com/trees/magnolia-denudata-uqbz3
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Disclaimer: The material contained on the Speciality Trees website is for general information only. Although much care has been 
taken to provide the information on its website, Speciality Trees does not warrant the accuracy, completeness or currency of this 
information and its suitability to your needs. All material listed on the Speciality Trees website, its associated links and product 
sheets are varieties either ready for sale or in production. This is an information source and not confirmation of availability. It is 
strongly recommended that users enquire about product availability independently of this source.


